“Rob Hood is so good at what he does, he’ll have you believing in ghosts
by the end of the first story in this brilliant collection.” (Kaaron Warren)
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Peripheral Visions: The Collected Ghost Stories is a definitive
collection of ghost stories by Robert Hood, “Australia’s master of
dark fantasy”, published as a single-edition cloth-bound hardcover,
a two-volume trade paperback, and e-book by IFWG Publishing
Australia. There is also a special limited edition of the hardcover
edition, available only through the publisher.
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dark fantasy”, published as a single-edition cloth-bound hardcover,
a two-volume trade paperback, and e-book by IFWG Publishing
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version, available only through the publisher.
WHAT IS IN IT?

THE FOLLOWING APPLY ONLY TO THE LIMITED HC EDITION:
• [limited edition HC only] numbered in the range 1 to 200
• [limited edition HC only] a signature page, also designed by Nick
Stathopoulos, and signed by both the author and the artist
• [limited edition HC only] a free copy of a 30,000-word ebook titled Haunted
Flesh: Stories of the Living Dead, containing 6 zombie stories by the author
• [limited edition HC only] a signed copy of Hood’s out-of-print novel
Backstreets (Hodder Headline) [available while they last]
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fiction/horror/ghost stories • 824 pages
Hardcover: ISBN 978-1-925148-65-7 • RRP $49.99
TPB Vol. 1 & 2: ISBN 978-1-925148-66-4
& 978-1-925148-67-1 • RRP $24.99

For more information or to order the
limited edition, visit the IFWG website
http://ifwgaustralia.com/
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• a complete collection (44) of all Robert Hood’s ghost stories from
1986 to 2015, inc. 3 new stories written for this volume (one of
them a 22,000-word novella)
• an introduction by World Fantasy Award-winning editor, Danel Olson
• background notes by the author on each story
• a bibliography detailing the publication history of the stories,
inc. awards and citations
• [hardcover editions only] cloth-bound with a wrap-around cover and
superbly atmospheric illustrations by acclaimed artist Nick Stathopoulos
—one for each of the book’s 6 sections, plus a frontispiece
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